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“Climate Systems, Inc. has shown a high degree
of professionalism, quality workmanship and
commitment to excellence. They constantly
deliver quality installations and service.”
– Jeff Kreiter, AIA
DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES / SIOUX FALLS 		
SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR ROSA PARKS

AN INNOVATIVE COMPANY FOR AN INNOVATIVE SCHOOL
When the Sioux Falls School District decided to open a new
elementary school on the city’s east side, Climate Systems Inc.
submitted what eventually became the winning bid. This renewed a
relationship between the school district and Climate Systems that dated
back to 1987. Rosa Parks welcomed students in the fall of 2007 and
the school has garnered high marks for both its innovative design and
forward-thinking “Global Studies” curriculum which has helped awaken
all of their students to the wide world around them.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR A NEW SCHOOL
Climate equipped Rosa Parks with a Building Automation System that
is an extension of the school district’s Central Control Server. This allows
environmental technicians to monitor, adjust and schedule all facets
of the building’s heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems. It
also allows a constant monitoring of the building’s power usage. These
controls can be accessed through the central location, remotely via the
Internet, or at the school itself.

ALWAYS PREPARING FOR A CHANGING WORLD
Climate Systems has always respected the importance of education,
both for our children and our company. We never know what changes
technology will provide so we are constantly searching and learning
in an effort to provide the most efficient solutions for our clients. Our
forward thinking and willingness to embrace new and innovative
technologies has helped provide the school district with maximum
flexibility as they manage their building throughout our extreme
Midwestern seasons.
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